
CSV Processing

Lecture 24

“Rocket Man”

“I would feel...GREAT” – 101 Student

VSCode: Open Project -> View Terminal -> npm run pull -> npm start



UNC Computer Science Diversity Panel

Wednesday 6-7 in Sitterson 014
Free Pizza!



Announcements

• PS06 – a la Mode due Wednesday at midnight

• Tutoring tonight from 6-8 in SN014

• NOTE: Today’s lecture code will only work in Google Chrome



let has = (xs: number[], n: number): boolean => {
for (let i = 0; i < xs.length; i++) {

if (xs[i] === n) {
return true;

}
}
return false;

};

1. What is the return value of the call:
has([1, 2, 2], 4)

pollev.com/comp101unc



let has = (xs: number[], n: number): boolean => {
for (let i = 0; i < xs.length; i++) {

if (xs[i] === n) {
return true;

}
}
return false;

};

2. What is the return value of the call:
has([1, 2, 2], 2)

pollev.com/comp101unc



The return Statement

• General form: 

return <expression>;

• Every function with a return type must have at least one return statement

// Function Definition
let max = (x: number, y: number): number => {

if (x > y) {
return x;

} else {
return y;

}
};

• The returned 
expression's data 
type must match the 
return type of its 
function



The return Statement

• IMPORTANT: As the processor is evaluating a function call, 
when it reaches any return statement in the function definition, 
then the call is complete. 

• The computer evaluates the expression and returns the value 
immediately to its bookmark.

• The rest of the function is ignored, skipped over, and not 
processed.

• This is ALWAYS, ALWAYS, ALWAYS true!



Hands-on: Implement max

• In lec24 / 00-return-statement-app.ts

1. Change the implementation of max to match
the function to the right.

2. Try entering an a value that is greater than b

• Check-in on pollev.com/comp101unc when you've tried this out!

if (a > b) {
return a;

}

return b;



Return Semantics: Consider the following function

let max = (a: number, b: number): number => {

if (a > b) {
return a;

}

return b;

};

• Consider an alternate 
implementation of the 
max function

• Is it still correct?
What happens when a
is greater?



Returning from a function

let max = (a: number, b: number): number => {

if (a > b) {
return a;

}

return b;

};

let result: number;
result = max(10, 5);

1
2

34

Parameters

a 10

b 5

1. The max function is called with arguments:
10, 5

2. The processor jumps to max function.
• if (a > b) evaluates to true, enters then block

3. return Statement encountered. 
Expression a evaluates to 10. The function 
call is complete and this value is returned to 
step 4.

4. Processor jumps back to bookmark it left at 
#1 and "max(10, 5)" evaluates to 10.



Every function call returns only one value

• A function definition may have many return statements, however, for any 
given call only one return statement will be evaluated

• A function may contain a return statement inside of a loop, however, as 
soon as return is first encountered it will stop and return immediately

• Generally: as soon as the computer reaches any return statement within a 
function, the function call is complete and its job is done.



Working with Data

• Let's Joel Berry II's game 
data from UNC's 2016-17 
championship season.



Today's Data

• Data source: ESPN.com

• The Game Log table to 
the right was copied and 
pasted into Excel



Today's Data

• The table was cleaned up 
a bit in Excel and 
formatting removed

• Column header names 
were changed to match 
properties we'll use in 
our code (we'll come 
back to this soon)



Today's Data

• Finally it was saved as a 
special type of file:

• CSV UTF-8 (Comma 
delimited) (*.csv)

• This is a common data 
table format that is easy 
to work with in code.



Today's Data

• Here's what the contents of the 
CSV file look like.

• It is stored in:

data / joel-berry-ii.csv

• Notice it's just plain text!

• Each row gets a line, each 
column is separated by a 
comma, hence "Comma 
Separated Values (CSV)" file.



Modelling a "Game" with a class

• Each Game has properties associated with it:
• date
• opponent
• points
• and more...

• These are column names in our data table

• In our program, we'll declare a class to model a single 
Game's stats with properties for each column in the 
table we care about.

• Note: we do not need to use every column but the names 
of properties much match the column headers in the CSV 
file.

class Game {

date: string = "";
opponent: string = "";
points: number = 0;
fouls: number = 0;

}



How do we prompt the user for a CSV file?

• There's a function in the introcs library to do so!

• Documentation:

await csvToArray(prompt:string, cname:Class): Class[]

• Parameters:

1. prompt- a string value presented to the user as instructions

2. cname- the name of the class (i.e. Game) each row of the CSV corresponds to



Hands-on: Prompt for a CSV

• Open lec24 / 01-csv-data-app.ts

1. Add the following prompt inside of your main function

2. In browser, select Choose File
1. Go to your home directory, select comp101-19s, select data folder
2. Choose joel-berry-ii.csv

3. Check-in when your data table is printing out! Help your neighbors 
out, too...

let data = await csvToArray("Select joel-berry-ii.csv", Game);
print(data);



Reading a CSV into an Array of Game Objects

• We are working with our data table as an "array of Games", i.e. Game[]

• Each row in the data table will have a Game object associated with it. 
Each column in the data table is a property of the Game object.

index date opponent points fouls
0 11/11/2016 TULANE 23 3

1 11/13/2016 CHATTANOOGA 18 2

2 11/15/2016 LONG BEACH ST 23 3

3 11/19/2016 HAWAI'I 2 2

4 11/21/2016 CHAMINADE 8 1

games[2]

games[4].points



Hands-on: Printing out specific game data

• Try printing specific data:

1. Game object: print(game[29]);

2. Game object property: print(game[29].points);

• Take a look at the data table and pick one other cell to try and print 
directly. 

• Check-in when you've got this printing.



Follow-Along: Filtering to 20 Point Games

• Let's write a function that filters an array of Games and returns an 
array of Games where every Game has 20 or more points.

let filter20Points = (games: Game[]): Game[] => {
let matches: Game[] = [];
// TODO
for (let i = 0; i < games.length; i++) {

if (games[i].points >= 20) {
matches[matches.length] = games[i];

}
}

return matches;
};


